14.11.18  Steffen Gais
Institute for Medical Psychology & Behavioural Neurobiology | University of Tübingen
"Sleep and the interactions in multiple memory systems."
Host: Mallot|Hardiess

21.11.18  Peter Dayan
Gatsby Computational Neuroscience Unit | UCL & MPI for Biological Cybernetics
"TBA."
Host: Benda|Grewe

28.11.18  Fabian Sinz
CyberValley Group Leader, University Tübingen | Baylor College of Medicine | Houston
"Predictive models for large populations in mouse visual cortex."
Host: Benda|Grewe

12.12.18  Frederic Theunissen
Auditory Science Lab | Psychology & Neuroscience | UC Berkeley
"Neural computations underlying categorical responses for particular call types in the avian auditory cortex."
Host: Benda|Grewe

09.01.19  Li Zhaoping
Department of Computer Science | UCL & University of Tübingen
"Visual orienting from fish to primates."
Host: Arrenberg

23.01.19  Martin Rolfs
Active Perception & Cognition | Department of Psychology | BCCN | Berlin
"All is not lost: The role of intra-saccadic information in active vision."
Host: Mallot|Hardiess